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I.. BACKGROUND

Test ies:dn and planning for modern Command, Ccntro, Communicatrns ano
inteli'gence (C'I) systems is becoming an increasingly complex task. More
so-histicated systems are requiring more ccnplex testing, in an environment
with more demands and tighter budget constraints. At the heart of this
problem is the increasing use of electronics, computers, and communications
systems with large, distributed architectures. Because of the exploitaticn of
advanced technology even for relativelv small test items, more test'..i :s
required today than previously. The increased test load Involves nore types
of testing, such as software tests for -he embedded microcomputer. and ore
automated test instrumentation.

The indirect effects are nearly as great, if not larger. Modern
technology imposes new demands on the tester indirectly through more complex
security, safety, budget, and environmental considerations. The consequence
of this situation is that testing is rapidly reaching a point where the
expertise required is too great for any one individual to handle effectively.
By the time expertise is acquired in any one area, requirements are likely to
change, or the individual may retire, leave, or transfer out of the
organ-zation.

The U.S. Army Electronic Proving Ground (USAEPG) has positioned itself to
alleviate some of the problems faced by today's test officer, by exploiting
some of the very technology which is partly responsible for this dilemma:
artificial intelligence (A!) and the much improved microcomputer. Previous
investigations at USAEPG, sponsored by the Department of Defense (DoD)
Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems (STARS) program (reference
1), identified some aspects of A7 which were sufficiently mature to insert in
test tools. One of these technologies, A! expert systems, was explored in
depth.

Prototype expert systems were developed to demonstrate capabilities and
potential benefits. One of the first systems built was (and currently is)
used to assess the suitability of proposed applications, as some problems are
best addressed with conventional software techniques. After the expertise was
established to build small expert systems, a workshop was conducted. This
workshop served to link up the knowledge engineers (AI experts skilled a-
using A! software tools) with domain experts (the people who understand the
problems and are skilled at providing solutions). The workshop approach
provided the attendees and their managers with the familiarity which is vital
to the successful use of any new technology.

Many ideas for expert systems were produced as a res 't of the wcrkshop.
and a few of the workshop projects evolved into larger prototype versions.
Perhaps of more importance than the actual systems developed, were some of the
lessons learned. While previolis PyDert systems had bee- hosted on large
minicomputers or specialized A! machines, the tools u-ed in the workshop were
meant for both development and use on microcomputers. Once the feasibi ly of
building expert systems for the widely available microcomputers was
establIshed, the potential usefulness and possible applications of this A:

technology increased dramatically. Given this rather fortuitous situation,
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USAE?3 was afforded the ;Tporinty to expl:i A: technolog, for solv:n the

everyday problems of the test officer.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

".Z. Aoolica ions.

The ob)ective of th:s investigation was to prov:de the test officer with
automated support tools by inserting A technology in appropriate
applications. Ob~ectives for the development of these tools included:

a. Orientation toward the test officer as primary user.

b. Wide usabil:ty to satisfy the needs of the approximately 100 test
officers at the USAEG.

c. Ready availability (microcomputer based).

d. Reduction in time to perform a given task and/or improved quality of
the result. " .

e. Education of the user (test officer) in addition to merely providing

a solution.

1.2.2 Neural Computing.

arena which may prove useful in futurephases of the investigation. One area
of A, which was examined in some detail, was the field of neural computing.

1.2.3 Testing.

Finally, as testers, a goal of every investi'ation is to identify any
test methodology requirements which surface. Th44e-re, another objective was
to assess the adequacy of current test methodology for the test and assessment
of systems containing AI.

1.3 SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

1.3.1 Apilcations.

Lessons learned from earlier work on expert system development were
applied to restructure the proposed approach. Rather than develop a single
test officer tool on the one available A: machine, an approach more in
consonance with the obsectives was established. T'his approach called for the
development of a numb-- of small tools, with a greater overall probability of
success than that of a single large tool. The develop.ent of smaller tools
hosted on microcomputers alsoprovided a more flexible means of ad:usting to
various ccnstraints, while also benefiting from the experience gained during
previcus efforts. : 1 -

The resulting approach consolidated efforts of the expert systems
workshop, by furthering development of the Test Plan Drafter 7?D) and
Environmental Impact Assessment JEVA) systems. From this initial base, new



ioeas were dleveiopedn the areas cf meteoro g8-ca" su:zrt, buiAet, ant

security. Systems addressing these problem domains were developed using the
workshop methodology: problem domain experts and knowledge engineers were
paired to develop Al-based test officer support tools.

1.3.2 Neural Computing.

An examination of emerging Al technology led to the furtner investigation
of neural computing. While the foundations for neural computing were
es....lished when A: was still in its :nfancy, only rece-ntly haZ the tecnnor.Oov
matured to the point where appilcation has been possible outslie the research
nleu.

:.3.3 .e-st-n.

- :l, the issue of testing Ai systems was ex!.:red to - i,,Ded
extent; f:rst, because the development of expert system-based tool's required
an in-house test philcsophy; and second, because test :tem5 employi.g A:
technology are likely to appear in the near future. One initiative in this
area was to develop interest within the Al community in addressing testing
issues.

..4 S'UNN-ARY OF RESULTS

..4.1 Applications.

A number of Al expert systems were developed to aid the test ff:cer in
performing duties associated with testing. With respect to the appl cat.on
ob;ectives in section .2.1, these systems possessed the folwng
characteristics to the extent noted.

a. The knowledge domaing of the expert systems centered on areas of
expertise of which an experienced test officer would be cognizant, but not
necessarily an expert. In other words, a test officer might be familiar with
certain test planning requirements, such as drafting test plans or examining
potential environmental impacts, but would still require considerable
consultation with a domain expert to satisfy the requirements for a new test.
The prototype systems built during this phase of the investigation were
intended to assist test officers by providing the preliminary advice normally
obtai.ned from the domain expert auring test planning.

b. Most of the systems developed are still in the evaluation phase and
therefore have been installed on a limited number of comouter systems. The
EVA and Meteorological (NE7) expert systems are presently installed on several
microcomputers located throughout the various organ:zations; while other
expert systems, such as the TPD, are in-alied in the expert s office. A_ of
the domain experts have the expert systems installed on their personal
machines, for use and evaluation whenever a test officer consulti"( them has
not previously used one of the systems for a particular test prciect. This
arrangement also allows the experts to verzfy system performance and reco".end
:.anes, to address unique requirements or to adjust for .nadec-.a-.elv covered
areas of the problem domain.
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AlI of the svstems were targeted r te 7:cc"t-rs a',a .at- at

USAEP3. Because of the different confi-urations in u;se. 2ome o:nstra:nts
exist as to which functions can be used while still retaining compatibility
with a majority of the microcomputer base. ?rimarily these clnsra-its have
concerned disk and memory size, grachics capabilities, and hardware
accelerators 'or fIloatlng point operations. 7rom a :ractical sanlp int,

I. e funct.cna.ity has been lost in conform:ng to the minimal configurat.ion
Only ore expert system, the TPD, requires li1enses fr suoporting software
tunctions; and this is because of non-A: functional requ:rements :.e.,
ext-ensive data base management capabilit' and !oument '_.arn*tr'. - -. S

An assessment of time sav ns cr imp rove l it tue to the . Ze
expert system aids, can only be fone qualtave" f,, since a. o tn svstes
are :"ust now being evaluated usi8 actual test ro-ect parameters. Pr D: d
savings are considerable in some cases; the 7?: should reduce the tire
prepare test plans from several days to a few hours. Other expert systems
such as the EVA, have deonstrated the benefit of oroviding prel'mlnari
assistance in what can be a complex task. At a minimum, they can enforce 'he

collection and consistent presentation of necessary documentation. All of he
systems have demonstrated the ability to retain, and even combine, expertise
from humian domain experts.

e. The present suite of support tools all serve to train the test
officer to some de&gree. After running the expert systems a few times, the
user begins to understand which parameters are significant for given

situations. Also, all of the systems provide an on-line 'help' function tc
inform the user of the nature of. and ao-ropriate response to, the vari)us
queries encountered. Although the expert system shells have an expianati:n
capability. in terms of the knowledge base rules used to reach a concuslcn,
,his feature is not called upon by the average user. Most of the advice
offered by the systems provides both the necessary action and the reason for

the act:on; e.g., use of incendiary devicts requires filing a fire plan with
the cost fire marsnal.

1.4.2 Neural Computing.

Neural computing technology was examined sufficiently to gain familiar-ty
with the fundamentals. identify potential testing applications, and suggest a

course of action for further investigation.

:.4.3 Testing.

Test technology for Al expert systems is almost nonexistent. .udier""
orocedures were established for in-house use, with 'he hoce that these may

,ead to addinA a more formal test dimension to exoert svstem development

ac vi~tes. 11ot much progress has been made by others in the field eitrer.

a- though quite a lot of interest in testing issues was ex-res ... by att-encee
at an expert system workshop held in con.,unction with the IEB annual Ameri-an

Association for Artificiai Intelligence (AAA:) conference. All indications

suggest that future conferences will continue to support this attempt to

provice test technology corresponding to advances in A l technoloy.

:-4



1.5 ANALYS:S

1.5.1 Appiications.

The development of various expert systems to aid the test officer
demonstrates the applicabil:ty of this A: technology to problems in the
testing environment. The systems are still being evaluated, and will probably
continue to evolve to support more of the domain knowledge. However, the
potential utility of the development methodology used is readily apparent.
Besides the obvious benefits, such as retained knowledge and combined
expertise of multiple experts, this methodology showed the feasibility of
developing and using expert system technology with existinS microcomputer
resources. in addition, improved productivity and quality of work can be
expected from both the test officers and the domain experts. With increasing
emphasis on efficiency being dictated by leaner budgets, these last two
considerations may overshadow other potential advantages of A:.

The prototype systems developed for the investigation addressed
individual problem domains within the testing milieu. Since many of these
domains share commonality of information (here meaning both data and
knowledge) about test resources, techniques, and requirements, a broader
analysis of test support requirements is appropriate. An early examination of
the testing infrastructure, with subsequent incorporation of global
requirements into a supporting structure (i.e., data bases, networks,
geographic information systems, and standard information elements), could
eventually lead to an integrated set of cooperating support tools.

1.5.2 Neural Computing.

Neural computing technology has evolved to a point of limited practical
applicability, much as expert system technology did a few years ago. As with
the early commercialization of expert systems, neural networks will probably
suffer from being oversold and applied indiscriminately with overoptimistic
expectations. However, like expert system technology, neural computing
methods will most likely prove to be practical for small, well-defined problem
areas. For many applications, this will mean that the neural network will be
merely a component of a larger system comprised of conventional software
(procedural code, data bases, and, by then, expert systems). The treatment of
large problems, with specialized hardware to allow reasonable execution times,
will best be left to the research environment for the near term. There is
little doubt, however, that this technology will find its niche in system
developers' toolkits.

1.5.3 Testing.

The application if A has not awaited the development of adeqcate test
methodologies. This has occurred with expert systems. and will also be the
case for neural networks. Premature use of such technology presumes the
existence of benefits which outweigh the risks incurred by lack of formal
testing techniques. One obvious issue which arises :s a comparison :f the
performance of A: components to similar functionality !if possible) provid=d
by conventional technology. In partial defense of this use of technology :ust
out of the laboratory, it should be realized that more conventional software
techniques are routinely used without mature test methodologies (e.g.,
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distributed data bases), cr at least wiho; methods which are toth

comprehensive and cost effective.

1.6 CONCLUSWONS

1.5.: Aolications.

The investigation demonstrated the viability of Al-based automated tools
to assist the test officer. This was accomplished with existing microcomputer
resources, which increased the availability while minimizing implementation
costs. Further validation of this microcomputer-based expert system
development methodology would require completion of the evaiuati:on phase. wi
subsequent distribution of the systems throughout the organizat:on. Solv:n
the :nfrastructure problem in conjunction with development of expert sysnems
is too large an effort to be absorbed by follow-on phases of this
:nvestigation. However, some consideration should be given to the event'.al
integration of the support tools.

1.6.2 Neural Computing.

Neural computing appears to offer substantial benefits, especially if
viewed as merely another Al technique to be used in conjunction with other
methods. Both the advantages of neural networks in test tools and their
potential use in test items make it prudent to maintain awareness of
developments in this area.

1.6.3 Testing.

Since systems are already being developed which employ expert system
technology, it is imperative that adequate test techniques be developed
immediately. Test procedures and test issues should be established for the
various types of Al technology, different methods of implementation, and
typical operational characteristics.

1.7 RECOMMENDATIONS

1.7.1 Applications.

Further investigation :s recommended in the following areas:

a. The tool base developed during the initial phase should :cn; ine
through the evaluation phase to further vaidate The results. Widesprea:
distribution and operational considerations should be addressed, ani
ma~ntenan:e of the knowledge bases should be investigated. Further
development of test officer support tools should also factor in infrastructure
requirements to the extent possible.

b. A an.-'arate investigation is required to analyze the requirements for
establishing and maintaining an automated testing infrastructure.

i-6



L,7.2 Neura. ' Comoutini.

Neural computing should be investigated further, either as , separate
investigation. cr by the application of increased resources to follow-on
efforts of this :nvestigation.

1.7.3 Testing.

An investldation is required to develop test procedures for Al.

>-7
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SECTION 2. DETAILS OF INVEST:GAT:ON

2.1 APPLICATION OF AT

One of the spin-offs of Al research has been the development of tools
known as expert system shells to assist in the construction of rule-based
expert systems. These expert system shells allow a knowledge engineer to
codify logical inferences (rules) about a given domain, and process the
res*icing knowiedge base to provide expertise to the user. This invest:gation
examined the potential of applying this technology to assist the test officer
by developing various A!-based support tools.

2.:... Avoroach.

Historically, most expert systems have been developed by a team
:onssting of A: experts and domain experts, although in a few instances the
domain experts acted as their own knowledge engineers. It is the job of the
knowledge eng:neer to obtain knowledge about a particular domain through
consultation with one or more experts, documented information, or some
combination of these sources. This knowledge is then incorporated into an
automated tool which uses this expertise in solving problems within the
domain. Expert system shells have considerably eased the task of developinA
expert system tools, by providing a means to enter and exercise logical rules
about a given domain. In this sense, these tools are similar to the
capability offered by conventional software language compi!ers/interpreters.

Recent developments in expert system shells have resulted In a numter .f
tools which are relatively easy to use, and do not require extensive
programming skills such as those normally associated with using symbolic
programming languages. These shells have made it possible for some domain
experts to build expert systems without assistance. However, knowledge
engineering encompasses more than merely entering rules in the proper format.
One need for knowledge engineers arises when the complete system includes
conventional software components. In these situations the knowledge eng:neer,
who is usually skilled in software development, can develop a design which
will satisfy all of the system requirements.

USAEPG used the knowledge engineer/domain expert team concept in
developing support tools for the test officer. ?art of the approach involved
conducting an expert system workshop to familiarize personnel with the
technology and to solicit ideas for further development. The workshop
included six teams, each of which built a small expert system as a class
exercise. Of these, three systems were selected for development of a
prototype system, based cn a managem--t review of the class projects. "ther
support tools were conceived after the workshop concepts had evolved and ideas
:or potential applications became more apparent. One side benefit was the
exposure of both management and test experts to the capabilities and
limitations of expert systems.

211



Applications proposed for test officer support :oois were further
screened by an existing tool which determines the probable success of a
proposed system by analyzing various parameters of the project. This system,
the Expert System Selector (ES ), is itself an expert system. ES' examines
such factors as the ava:lability of expertise, and supporting development and
runtime tools; and the suitability and feasibility of an expert system
solution. It then provides a qualitative score of the overall success
potential. ?roposed concepts were required to be sufficiently wel. defined to
be graded by the ES before being considered for development. Th:s approach.
in fact, was used to screen ideas for the initial workshop, and was
responsible for the elimination of what would have been poorly suited or
overly ambitious suggestions.

2. 12 Environment.

The computing resources of USAEPG are considerable, and include a variety
of mainframe, mini, micro, and special-purpose computers. The sophisticated
machines tailored to AI applications are not readily available to the test
officer, however. For administrative functions, including test planning
activities, microcomputers are the primary computing resource. Earlier Al
efforts at USAEPG relied on large minicomputers or symbolic processors.
However, the emergence of microcomputer-based expert system development tools
was noted, and some shells were acquired to determine the practicality of A!
systems targeted for the smaller machines. Earlier products had been too
slow, many impractical, even when implemented on the larger machines.

2.1.3 Characteristics of Testing Organization.

USAEPG, like the other subordinate elements of the U.S. Army Test and
Evaluation Command (TECOM), assigns action officers to oversee the activities
associated with test directives. These test officers must wear a number of
hats in performing their duties. Besides test planning, the test officer is
responsible for monitoring actual test conduct, and of course analyzing and
reporting the results. With test items increasing in complexity due to the
increased use of electronics, computers, and communications, more types of
tests, of a greater variety, must be performed in today's testing environment.
This would be sufficiently challenging without the additional burden of
reduced budgets and increased documentation requirements. At USAEPG alone,
approximately 100 personnel are designated as test officers, with
responsibility for conforming to all of the appropriate directives,
regulations, and guidelines without losing sight of the primary mission.

2.1.4 Knowledge Infrastructure.

Expert systems designed to provide advice and assistance in policy and
procedure within the context of a large organization require at least two
types of knowledge. The first type, knowledge of the domain in wh:ch the
system is to advise and assist, is termed domain expertise, and is the object
of the knowledge acquisition effort as commonly described in Al literature.
The second type involves information concerning the administrative,
organizaticnal, and regulatory environment within which the expert and system
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must operate. This knowledge bears a relationship io domain expertize
analogous to that between a given industrial, business, or administrative
facility and the complex suite of transportation. communication, and unility
faciiities, standards, and administrative provisions necessary to their
operation. The term infrastructure has been borrowed from the economic and
geopolitical literature to describe this knowledge.

Within USAEPG, requisite information is widely available, but from a wide
var:ety of sources. At this time, there is no central point for maintenance
cf or access to this information. Examples of the types of information
involved include:

a. Organization, Mission, and Functions manual.

b. Organization charts for USAEPG and related organizations.

c. lists of DoD, Army, AMC, TECOM, and USAEPG publications.

d. Lists of non-DoD and industry standards and related publ:cations.

e. Project/topic/system point-of-contact lists,

f. Standard distribution lists.

g. Acronym/abbreviation lists, etc.

2.2 A! EXPERT SYSTEM APPL:CATIONS

An Al expert system development methodology for test officer support
tools was synthesized from the lessons learned from previous projects, Al
technology capabilities, computer resource availability, elements of the
testing environment and test officer duties, and characteristics of the
domains deemed suitable. This resulted in an approach similar to those used
by industry for smaller Al applications:

a. Acquisition of microcomputer divelopment tools and related personnel
skills.

b. Identification of suitable applications.

c. Teaming of a knowledge engineer and domain expert(s).

d. ?rotctyping and iterative development of the expert systems.

The result o' implementing this methodology was the generation of a
number of small expert systems which address problems encountered by the test
officer. Most of the systems deal with requirements during the planning
phases of a test. This is not an indication that expert systems are not
suitable for test conduct or reporting activities, but probably does ref'ezt
the greater stability and better defined nature of the planning stage. That
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is, test plans and environmental Odcumentat:,n are always reqi:red, refordlezs
of other variaticns in the test activity.

The prototype test off:cer support tools built during the investi:ation
are described below. For each system, the purpose and syals. domain,
requirements, description, design characteristics, benef:ts, and status are
briefly described.

2.2.: Test Plan Drafter.

2.2.. 1 Purcose/Goals. The near-term goal of ;he .rK is to automate ohe
current manual assembly of boilerplate for an initial draft of a detailed test
plan DTP). This is a time-consuming effort conzisting of much cut-and-paste
work from old test plans, but little real intellectual effort, :; is intended
to result in a strawman version for distribution to specific subtest domain
experts for further editing.

A longer term goal of the effort is to create a prototype knowledge
infrastructure, i.e., a structure for centralized maintenance of both spec:fic
information pertaining to a given test and general information needed in test
planning.

2.2.1.2 Domain/Expertise. The initial knowledge acquisition for TPD involved
determ:ning the structure and composition of a DTP. This is specified in part
by reference 2. Further detail was provided through review of local policy
and i terviews with test officers and with USAEPG's Technical ?ublications
::vision personnel responsible for preparing and publishing test plans.

Subsequent efforts involved acquisition of previously drafted boilerplane
for specific subtests and review of Army, AMC, TECOM, and USAEPG publicaticns
to refine the knowledge of test plan composition and of the overall test and
evaluation process in the Army. This latter knowledge, in addition to aiding
in understanding the test planning process, is essential to realize the
desired training benefits from use of the intended tool.

2.2.i.3 Requirements. The general requirements iaid on all the application
efforts selected were that they be of wide utility and also aid in training of
personnel. Requirements specific to TPD were that it reduce the manual and
telephonic work required to reach the strawman stage for a DT?, that it
prov;&e information on test plan structure and component descriptions, and
that it assist the novice test officer in understanding the test and
evaluation process. Requirements added dur:ng the prototype development were
that it assist in draft DT? preparation and in the mechanics of the DT? review
process.

A requirement of the TPD infrastructure was that it be maintainable in a
form accessible to a broad range of offices. For this reason, the tocl
selected to create and maintain these components should be one that is widelv
available and understood by personnel not necessarily invoived in or familiar
with expert system or Al development.
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2.2.1.4 Description. The current TD prorctype performs four functions:

a. It provides a simple mechanism for entering and maintaining

standard information pertinent to a specific test.

b. It creates a partial strawman DTP from the Information entered;

C. :t provides background information on the test a:-d evaluat:on
process n general, as well as on specific components of a test plan.

d. 7t provides a mechanism for preparing a draft DTP and linmied
assistance in review thereof.

2.2.'.5 Design/Development Characterst::s. The primary development
environment selected for T?"PD was dBASE :I. This environment allows

attainment of the infrastructure goals without having to retrofit the
infrastructure at a later time. The AI-related tools used are HYPE, from
Knowledge Garden, Inc., and EXSYS (Expert System Development Package),
obtained from California Intelligence, Inc. HYPE allows use of the hypertext
paradigm for help and explanation functions. EXSYS allows development of
expert system components. One further tool, DOCUCOMP, from Advanced Software,
inc., provides a document comparison facility for identifying changes made to
a standard subtest to tailor it for a specific system. This is the limited
assistance provided in draft DTP preparation and in the mechanics of the DTP
review process (section 2.2.1.3).

The initial TD prototype consists entirely of the dBASE III and HYPE
files and software dealing with creation and maintenance of test plan
information, and associated help and explanation files. The dBASE I1
application software drives the application, invoking HYPE and DOCUCOMY where
appropriate.

Figure 2-1 shows the current and currently planned TPD products and their
status. Figure 2-2 shows the overall data flow for the application.

2.2.1.6 Benefits/Use. TPD is designed to be used primarily by a test officer
for a specific system, to assist in preparing a strawman DTP. Another
potential user is the manager evaluating a proposed test outline for a
potential customer.

The current TPD prototype is installed in the Command and Control
Division of the Command, Control, and Communications (C') Test Directorate.
It has been used in production of several strawman DTPs, and the current users
':ave made several suggestions for improvement.

The most obvious benefit to be gained from the TPD is time. Current
users and others to whom TPD has been demonstrated indicate that the current
manual method of strawman draft plan composition can take from two days to two
weeks. The TPD output is available within :5 to 30 minutes. While the
resulting product is not complete, it accounts for perhaps as much as 30 to 50
percent of the content of such a strawman. Some increase in this percentage
will accrue from growth in the archive of standard subtests, while some must
await implementation of further planned functions.
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Less obvious is the training and standardization benefit. The hypertext

provided with TD makes available to the novice much information previcusly
available cnly by laborious searching through assorted regulations and
pamphlets. it also indicates sources for further infcrmati:n. Moreover,
while in the past the differing backgrounds and levels of experience among
test officers have sometimes led to irregularities in DTP and subtest format,
mc.e widespread use of a single tool offers the promire of improved adherence
to 7ECCM and local guldance with less administrative review and rewritin8
effort. This will allow test officers, test engineers, and managers to devote
more of their time and effort to substantive test issues.

2.2.1.7 Development Status. TD prototype functionality, as ind:cated in

figure 2-1, :s roughly 70 percent :omplete. Addition of the expert system
components for subtest recommendations and coordination requirements will
bring the system to a level that will permit initial formal evaluation of its
utility. This will require making the tool more widely available to test
officers, which will in turn require additional copies of supporting software.

2.2.1.8 Future. Given that the TPD proves worthy of continued development,
three major lines of development are foreseen. The first is expansion and
refinement of the knowledge-based portion of the system, i.e., the hypertext
and expert system components. These offer considerable potential for
expansion into expert test planning areas, such as costing and scheduling, as
well as tutorial and advisory components for test officer training.

The second area involves the conventional, infrastructure component. The
knowledge infrastructure issue is documented at paragraph 2.1.4 above. it is
important here to note only that this effort has created a skeletal
infrastructure in conventional code to investigate the maintenance and
integration problems that might arise.

The third line of development involves support tool integration. The use
of a conventional basis for this tool, and development of a standard shell for
passing the information contained in a test-specific data base to an expert
system component, constitutes an example of one integration approach. Further
refinement of this mechanism, and comparison with others, is essential to
allow integration of the support tools into a single package for use Qv the

.est officer.

2.2.2 Env:ronmental Wmact Assessment ExDert System.

2.Z.2.1 Puroose/Goals. The purpose of EVA is to ass:st the test officer ano
environmental personnel in collecting accurate environmental information

during the early planning phases of test activities, and in making appropriate

recommendations based on characteristics of the proposed activities. Specific

goals of the system were to:

a. identify tests with minimal or no environmental impacts, and

streamilne the documentation process.



b. :dentify possible environmental impacts and the resources that could

be affected (e.g., water, wildlife, cultural, historical).

C. :mprove the quality, detail, and t:meliness of information provided
to environmental personnel during the initial stages of a test project.

d. Incorporate environmental information into the initial
aocis:on-making stages of a project.

e. Guide activity prcponents through the environmentai assessment
;rscess, and list points of contact for action items and rejuiatcry
requirements.

Z.Z.2.Z Doain/Exoertise. 7he domain of EVA covers that area of kncwe!4W
required to idenoify potential environmental impacts, recognize caegcricai
exzlusisns from the rules for certain damagng activintes, and yerfcrm a
preliminary screening to determine the probable environmental documentation
requirements. This expertise resides with the USAEG environmental quality
coord:nator and environmental specialists attached to the post garrison.
These experts in turn consult specialists in more narrow domains when
necessary.

As EVA evolved through various prototype stages, additional information
from documented sources was incorporated into the design. This information
consisted more of quantitative impact factors, rather than intuitive knowledge
about the domains. The inferences about this data were supplied by the human
domain experts.

At the end of prototype development the following sources had been used
in generating the data bases and rules of EVA:

a. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
i. Construction Engineering Research Laboratory reports
2. Archaeologist

b. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service

c. U. S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency

d. Fort Huachuca
1. Forester
2. Wildlife Biologist
3. Fish Biologist
4. Environmental Specialist

Much credit is due the post environmental specialist for identifying
sources of information and eliciting knowledge from subdomain experts. This
effort exceeded the scope of the normal participation of an expert, and aided
tremendously in knowledge acquisition activities.

2.2.2.3 Requirements. USAEPG is required to conform to federal and state
environmental regulat:ons as well as Army and DoD policy in these matters.
Every proponent of an exercise or test at Fort Ruachuca is requ:red to address
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the environmental issues associated with the activity. USAEPG test officers
have the additional responsibility for assessing potential environmenna:
impacts for any activity resulting from a test directive, regardless of the
nature of the testing.

The result of the preliminary impact assessment is a record of
environmental consideration (REC). The REC documents the considerat:on of
environmental impacts; possible outcomes are that the activity is adequate
covered by existing documentation, qualifies for an established cate~orical
exclusion or other exemption, or requires an envircnmenta! asseznent
Environmental assessments subsequently result in a 'findingc f no silnlficaw.
impact" or indicate that an extensive environmental impac; statemen is
requ:ired.

Most of USAEPG's activities are conducted at locations specificai:;
designated and documented for that type of activity, or are conducted entirely
within an enclosed facility, such as computer simulation and modeling. Thus,
the major requirement of a preliminary environmental screening is to
discriminate as early as possible between typical situations requiring little
further documentation, and those requiring a significant environmental impact
study.

2.2.2.4 Description. The EVA elicits informaoion about a proposed activity
from the test officer, and reaches a preliminary conclusion on the actions
required. It then generates a report containing action items, and summary and
detail characteristics of the activity, with corresponding environmental
impacts. Activities which have already been documented or qualify for a
categorical exclusion are quickly identified (i.e., a minimum of user input is
required), and the necessary REC report is generated. For activities where
the potential environmental impact is greater. the user may elect to examine
the environmental resources most affected and, if possible, modify
characteristics of the proposed activity to minimize the impact and associatea
documentation. in any event, information from the report is used by the
environmental quality coordinator in completing the environmental
requirements.

2.2.2.5 Design/Development Characteristics. The EVA system consists of an
expert system which provides the user interface, contains the rules used to
make decisions, generates reports, and interfaces with other :ools for
additional capabilities. These other tools supply such functions as access to
data bases and graphic display of map information. Other components include
supporting information such as help, system parameter, map, point-of-contact.
and report specification files. The expert system shell, EXSYS, allows a
means to interface with the other tools and files so efficiently that the user
is generally unaware of the individual components. To further isolate the
user from having to contend with directory structures and operating system
commands, a set of command files was created to simplify the installation and
operation of EVA. The user merely enters one command to run the system and
display and print the results.

The main expert component of EVA contains about 120 IF-THEN rules in the
knowledge base. When processed by the EXSYS inference engine, the rules serve
to collect the necessary information to reach the final ccnclusicn on :he
environmental impacts of the proposed activity. Forward chaining, a oechn~que
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which determines how the rules are processed, also allows some contrci over
the sequence in which events take place. Thus, the user can be presented with
queries in the same relative order, even though the knowledge base and
supporting data bases may have changed from previous versions.

Although all of the rules may apply to a given scenario, only those which
rely upon unknown information will request the user to enter needed data.
Besides background information such as project number and description, which
are always requested, firing (processing) of the rules may trigger queries on
up to 150 numerical or textual variables, and up to 35 mult:ple-cholce
questions. For example, if the activity will include aircraft, then
infcrnation is requested on the number of aircraft, number of flight hours,
and tire of day and altitude of the flights. Because only essential
information is requrested, and EVA session can last-anywhere from 5 to 45
minutes.

Part of the development philosophy was to minimize the amount of
knowledge to be included in the rules about a specific installation.
Informaton on the location of sensitive resources, period of sensitivity if
not constant throughout the year, and qualitative damage factors associated
with particular activities, were placed in ten data bases. These data bases
were designed to be readily understood and modified by the domain experts
without first having to obtain knowledge engineering skills. Likewise, user
help screens, point-of-contact information, etc., which contained
installation-specific material, were kept in separate files. This approach
may provide a ready means of porting the system to other installations, but
was chosen primarily to reduce development and maintenance costs. Information
contained in the various data bases and files could have easily been encoded
into rules, and some expert development packages provide the capability to do
just that when fed tabular data. The problem with a pure expert system
solution, with all of the knowledge embedded in rules, concerns the size of
the resultant rule base----It was estimated that to incorporate the knowledge
in the data bases alone into rules would add another three to four hundred
rules. Further development and maintenance of such an unwieldy knowledge base
would have significantly impeded progress, with no known advantages.

2.2.2.6 Benefits/Use. EVA offers benefits to the test officer, environmental
quality coordinator, and program managers. Test officers are given the
opportunity to compare environmental effects of different activities at
various locations and times. With little prior knowledge of environmental
concerns, the test officer using EVA can quickly gain an appreciation of the
relative impact of various activities through the questions asked, the
associated help text, and the outcome of the proposed scenarios. Zess
experienced test officers also benefit from the action items and notes related
to the proposed activity; e.g., contacting the fire marshal and filing a fire
plan if incendiary devices are used, or coordinating tree and brush removal
with the post forester. These serve as reminders even for seasoned test
officers, and both inexperienced and experienced users of the system benefit
from reduced paperwork and coordination.

EVA does not make complicated environmental decisions, write
environmental assessments or environmental impact statements, or replace
environmental personnel. In fact, environmental quality coordinators
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themselves can use EVA to refine the work initiated by ;es, off::ers, or as a
method of automating and documenting activities in a standard fashion. Tests
with minimal environmental impact are ident:fied with a savings of paperwork
and time. Even for large activities not fully handled by EVA, the quality,
consistency, and detail of information presented to environmental personnel is
greatly improved. Without EVA, many preliminary meetings are required between
the test officer and environmental quality coordinator, merely to establish
what information is needed, and then the data is rarely available in an
crgan:zel format.

Sponsors of testing activities may gain the most from the use of EVA,
albeit somewhat indirectly. Because extensive environmental documentation
requirements can cause lengthy and expensive delays, it is important to
identify potential impacts as early as possible, and develop aiternative test
scenarios which are more environmentally benign. Advance warning of
potentially expensive activities, such as disposal of hazardous materials
(e.g., expended batteries) , may, if given in time, allow implementation of
more cost-effective solutions.

2.2.2.7 Development Status. EVA is currently installed on several
microcomputer systems at Fort Huachuca; about 20 test officers have been
formally trained in its use. Presently the system is in an evaluation phase,
where feedback is being obtained concerning its use in test operations.

2.2.2.8 Future. A number of ideas for further development of EVA have been
proposed. During its construction, the development team identified a number
of desirable features which could not be implemented because of time
constraints. Other valuable ideas emerged from the test officer training
sessions. However, the actual usefulness and benefits to be realized must be
determined from the results of the ongoing evaluation. Some of the more
significant limitations and improvements to be considered in future efforts
are the following:

a. Some of the knowledge in EVA is in a preliminary state, having been
added to determine the feasibility and desirability of certain features (e.g.,
a component to address hazardous materials). Those features deemed desirable
should be expanded, along with the rest of the system, into a fully
operational form.

b. The potential for porting the system to other :nstallations should be
explored further. This would require an initial analysis of the requirements
of other installations, to see if enough commonality exists in the knowledge
domains to make this approach feasible. Such an investigation might also shed
some light on the commonality of other requirements, such as test resource
management and safety.

C. The prototype system has the !imitation that only one map area can be
entered as the location of activity. Although areas may be arbitrarily
defined as large or small as desired, a cumbersome situation occurs with
activities consisting of 100 or more sites with minimal impact at each
location. Even smaller activit:es may be handled better if multiple
locations, or if unrestricted boundaries are allowed.
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d. A feature which would allow sav:ng all of the input information, to
be used later to examine the impact of different test scenarios, :s desirable.
Such a capability was partially implemented, but had to be disabled because of
a software discrepancy in the expert system tool. Along these same lines,
many users expressed the desire to be able to modify an entry that had Just
been made. Both seem to be necessary features for practical use in an
operational environment.

e. Most of the data bases of EVA are indexed by location. Geographic
information also plays an important part in many other func-:ons at Fort
Huachuca. A solution to many of these needs for information assoc:ated with

geographic position would be a geographic information system. Th:s is aiso a
requirement of many other proposed test tools. While implementation and
maintenance of such a system is wellbeyond-the scope of this investigation,
the potential usefulness is great enough to warrant development by other
means.

f. The actual users of EVA range from inexperienced test officers to
qualified environmental personnel. Because of the disparity in experience, a
system tailored to a given skill level will be somewhat frustrating for users
of a different level. Experienced users quickly tire of a system oriented
toward the novice, while inexperienced users may find a system written for the
expert to be much too difficult. A possible solution to this dilemma was
discovered during the EVA development, but too late to fully evaluate.
Basically, this approach, if implemented, would call for multiple levels of
rules, help, and queries. A "don't understand* option is provided on higher
level queries. When invoked by the novice, this option fires lower level
rules which elicit a number of simpler details from the user. These details
are then formulated by the lower level rules into facts which satisfy the
original, *difficult" query.. Such an approach is best implemented on mature
knowledge bases because of the growth in size and commensurate decline in
maintainab-i-iity. For a system with a diverse user base, further examination
of this technique may prove useful.

2.2.3 Meteorological Expert System.

2.2.3.1 Purpose/Goals. The Meteorological expert system (MET) began
originally as a manual paper checklist for test officers to use in preparing
for upcoming tests at Fort Huachuca. It is designed to emphasize the need for
meteorological data in planning and reporting tests within USAEPG. MET also
indicates that various meteorological measurements and advisories are
available from the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL) weather station at
Fort Huachuca, and from other sites located on the Fort Fuachuca ranges.

2.2.3.2 Domain/Expertise. This expert system deals with the knowledge
encompassing meteorological measurements and/or those weather events which
affect test operations on the ground or in the atmosphere where testing will
take place. Generally these measurements or observations are provided by ASL.

2.2.3.3 Requirements. From the standpoint of the test officer, the need for
an expert system on weather is that it can educate and inform the test officer
about meteorological data requirements and available resources for a test. The
need for such data comes primarily when the test will be conducted outdoors.
The expert system will make clear that the officer will need to have weather
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predictions before the test in order to plan for conditions such as cold or
heat, rain or snow, and wind or lightning. Weather advisories and weather
alerts from ASL can warn the test offLcer in the field of impending sudden
weather changes that could endanger personnel and equipment.

2.2.3.4 Description. The MET system educates the test officer as to possible
weather-related needs, and informs the officer on how to obtain needed
measurements to prepare for the test, how to run the test more effectively.
and how to obtain weather station support in reporting the test outcome.

Measurements and predictions of temperature, dew point, rain, snow,
thunderstorm activity, and winds in the lower atmosphere, may be needed.
Predictions ma? be needed as to meteorological conditions such as sunspot
activirny and atmospheric index of refraction. MET informs the test officer
whether, during on-site test activities, weather advisories and reports of
selected meteorological values are available and may be needed. Also the ASL
weather station's ability to support test reporting is covered.

The result of using the MET system is that the test officer can produce
better test data by being prepared with needed meteorological data, both in
measurements that directly supply parameters needed in the calibration of
equipment such as radar, and in supplying measurements for the test, as well
as weather advisories that assist in day-to-day running of test operations.

Without MET, the test officer must know to inform ASL of tost
requirements far enough in advance to prepare them to supply information
needed for the test. ASL may need to prepare ahead of time to be able to make
measurements during the test, and will need to know what data are needed for
the test report. ASL can supply reports of the meteorological conditions that
existed during testing.

2.2.3.5 Design/Develooment Characteristics. The MET system is composed of a
series of questions which are presented to a test officer from within the
EXSYS shell. The questions asked in this prototype version of MET determine,
for example, whether lasers will be used in the atmosphere, whether any radar
or unmanned aeronautical vehicles (UAV) will be used, whether personnel and/or
equipment will be in the field, and whether heavy rain or snow will be a
problem. From such factors. MET can then advise that meteorological
measurements will be needed to support these act.vities. For example:

a. Aerosol density in the atmosphere or optical scint:illation
measurements may be needed for a test involving lasers.

b. Meteorological data used in radar calibration may be needed for a
test using or testing radar.

c. Measurements of upper air winds and turbulence could be needed for

a test using UAVs.

1. Weather advisories would be wise to have during test activities.

MET automates the orig:nai weather./meteorological checklizs into a system
in which the questions are presented on the computer monitcr for iecision,
help is provided by way of a computer-stored text file for each question, and
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the answers are stored in computer memory until the sessions end, when a
report including all input answers is produced. The report is displayed on the
computer monitor and printed on the line printer, under operator control.

2.2.3.6 Benefts/Use. The bene it f uSin. n he MET sysLem is that "he te S
officer becones better informed about available suppor- from the ASL weather
station, and learns what weather conditions require special preparation. Tne
test officer can then more likely plan the test so as to produce a more
accurate result, and will be able to write a more correct and informative
repocrt. This all adds up to savings in time and money.

2.2.3.7 Development Status. ET has been developed only to the initial
eva'uation stage. in this prototype version, MT has been placed cn 10
microcomputers in the USAEPG and ASL-offices at Fort Huachuca, so as to be
available for use by all test officers. Statistics on system usage and
comments on deficiencies or possible improvements have not yet been collected.

2.2.3.8 Future. After evaluation, the hET prototype will be modified to
eliminate any discrepancies found, and to enhance the system's capabilities to
better serve test officer needs. Questions will be improved to clarify their
meaning. The MET help file will be changed, as needed, to make explanations
more useful to the user. The sequence of questions presented to each test
officer will be determined by previous answers to prevent redundancies.

2.3 NEW TECHNOLOGY (NEURAL COMPUTING)

Preliminary efforts on this investigation focused on the application of
A! expert system technology because this area is more mature than other Al
techniques and technologies. However, rapid progress is being made in the
other areas. The next major technology to emerge from AI laboratories will
probably be from the'category of AI known as neural computing. Since the
pod-ucts of neural computing, neural networks, are beginning to appear in
commercial applications, it was felt that this aspect of AI should be
investigated further. To this end, an initial investigation into neural
computing was performed to assess the feasibility of employing neural networks
in future tools. The findings of this effort are documented in volume II of
this report.

2.4 TESTING A: :SSUES.

in dealing with issues related to testing of Ai-based systems, "3SAEPG has
addressed them at two levels. On the one hand, USAEPG has been faced with the
problems of test and evaluation of its own expert system development efforts.
On the other hand, it has attempted, through l:terature reviews, Darticipaion
in professional exchanges and small business :nnovative search (SB-R)
efforts, to identify or encourage research and developmen- efforts leading to
test techniques and methodologies for such systems. In both cases, the
attention has been directed almost entirely towards test and evaluation of
expert systems, as they are the most widely implemented and most highly
evolved of Al-related technologies.
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2.4.1 In-House Philosophy.

As indicated in reference 1, wehi-founded techniques and implementIng
technologies for test and evaluation of expert systems are virtually
nonexistent. While the past year has witnessed the appearance of a number of
prototype techniques, and an even wider range of proposals, none of these is
at the stage of development which would allow acquisition of implementing
software tools for generic systems. For this reason, USAEPG's test and
evaluation of its own development efforts have been limited to expert and
developer 'walk-throughs' of the respective knowledge bases, and direct
comparison of human expert and expert system performance on test cases.

For mc t of the systems developed by USAEG, limitation to these test and
evaluation techniques has been less problematic, :n that most of the systems
involved have been developed in large part from domain knowledge in published
form. Thus much of the organization into a readily assimilable form has
already been accomplished, including examples or exercises which may serve as
initial test cases, making both development and review much simpler.

2.4.2 Test Items with AI.

USAEPG has a long-term goal of identifying and investigating techniques
applicable to test items containing AI-based components. Current efforts have
been directed at techniques applicable to expert systems which may appear as
embedded software in battlefield automated systems (BAS).

Four techniques are in use at present and have some potential for
application to BAS. These include:

a. Developer/expert review (walk-through) of the knowledge base.

b. Comparison of system performance against human expert or expert
panel performance on a set of test cases.

c. Comparison of system performance against that of an existing
conventional system or technique.

d. Prediction of desirable or undesirable system characteristics
from analysis of the knowledge base and inference method, and testing for the
predicted characteristics.

As indicated above, the first and second techniques have been used to
assess the performance of systems developed by USAEPG. The second and fourth
techniques were use4 to a limited extent, in an observation of a prctotype
expert system developed by the Army under the Very Intelligent Surveillance
and Target Acquisition program. All of the techniques have been applied by
one or more organizations and found useful, although they are all manpower
intensive and involve dedication of highly skilled personnel for their
application.

A number of research efforts are under way to create automated aids fcr
checking various characteristics of a knowledge base at both local and global
levels. While most of these are directed at creation of sophisticated
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development aids, their utility in a testing environment would be immense.
The greatest impediment to applying these techniques to expert systems
embedded in BAS is the lack of standards of knowledge representation,
inference mechanism definition, and actual implementation representation. The
tools being developed are targeted for a narrow range of development
environments, and the portability of the techniques is an open issue. To
address this, JSAEPG has submitted SBIR proposals to investigate creat.on of a
taxonomy, to include standard definitions of expert system technologies, as
well as to investigate a standard for expert system knowledge base

representation. In addition, an SBIR phase II effort is now under way,
examining existing and proposed expert system test techniques in some detail.

In order to foster greater cooperation among researchers in this area,
and to bring together some o- the existing efforts, a USAEPG representative
acted as cochairperson of a workshop on test and validation of expert systems,
which was held at the annual AAAI conference in August 1988 in St. Paul,
Minnesota. Over forty researchers attended, and some twenty presented papers.
The full formal proceedings of the workshop are in preparation. In addition
to allowing new points of contact, the workshop was responsible for several
new coordinated efforts, bringing together researchers not previously familiar
with one another's work.

As a result of the workshop, USAEPG has established direct contact with a
number of the principle researchers investigating test and validation of
expert systems, as well with the other organizations funding such research.
The proceedings will provide a snapshot of the state of the art at this point
in time, and an independent check to apply to the results of the SBIR efforts
when those are received.
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APFEND7X A. METHODOLOGY INVEST:GATION PROPOSAL

28 August 1987
METHODOLOGY INVESTIGATION PROPOSAL

1. TITLE. AI Test Officer Support Tool

2. INSTALLATION OR FIELD OPERATING ACTIVITY. US Army Electronic ?roving
Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona 85613-7110.

3. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. Mr. Robert Harder, Software and Automation
Branch, STEEP-MT-DA, AUTOVON 879-1879/'870.

46 BACKGROUND. Test design and planning for modern C1I systems require
familiarity with a number of test operating procedures (TOPs) as well as
detailed knowledge of specific test tool capabilities. A wide variety of
tests must be designed, planned, and scheduled in order to efficiently conduct
testing. Interrelationships among test groups and tools, common data
requirements and data reduction and analysis requirements, lead time to
prepare instrumentation, and required availability of the test item must be
well understood in order to efficiently conduct tests within allocated time
constraints.

USAEPG has explored the feasibility of an automated system to support the
test officer. Using Independent Laboratory In-house Research (ILIR) funds, a
prototype system was developed using AI technology. The prototype addressed
tests performed by the Simulation and Interference Branch primarily, but could
be expanded for other test areas.

5. PROBLEM. Testing CSI systems involves designing and planning tasks which
are becoming increasingly complex. Advances in technology such as
microprocessor design, distributed real-time architectures, artificial
intelligence, and electro-optics are appearing in new C'I developments. While
this sophisticated technology offers benefits to the developer, it is becoming
a considerable burden to the tester. Test officers are required to identify
appropriate test methods and associated instrumentation and data acquisition
requirements for each emerging technological area. This requires a level of
expertise which is rarely found in any one individual. Besides being
distributed among individuals, and therefore less available, this hard-earned
expertise is frequently lost to the organization because of personnel
reassignment or attritio,.

6. OBJECTIVE. To improve test methodology by providing the test officer with
an automated support too:.

7. MISSION AREA(S) SUPPORTED. All DA mission areas for systems containin
embedded computer resources (ECR) are supported. The "Big 5^ program
categories (C, RSTA, etc.) are accommodated by the nonsystem-specific nature
of the methodology.
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8. PROCEDURES.

a. Summary. The investigation will draw upon previous IL:R efforts by
expanding the level of detail and the scope. The result will be an enhanced
tool supporting the test officer in specific domains such as electromagneti:
compatibility, software testing, and general test mechanisms. Other domain
categories will be explored as time permits.

b. Detailed Approach. The USAEPG will:

(1) Extract and codify knowledge from cognizant individuals in fiells
including electromagnetic and software testing.

!2) Examine other test areas to identify tests performed, responsibe
branches, test instrumentation capabiiities, and characteristic test
requirements. Commonality among these various factors will be identified ;0
form a framework which will accommodate all test functions, instrumentation,
and resources. Following implementation of the generalized framework,
specific test areas (knowledge domains) will be analyzed in depth and
incorporated into the tool.

c. Final Product(s).

(1) An AI test officer support tool with enhanced capability--more
smarts" in the existing area of coverage, and additional test areas covered.

(2) Requirements and recommendations for automation of test design
and planning functions.

d. Coordination. Extensive coordination with the various test groups of
the USAEPG is an inherent characteristic of the investigation. To the extent
that test areas covered overlap the areas of 'interest of other :/FOAs,
coordination will be accomplished through existing mechanisms such as the
TECOM Software Technical Committee (TSOTEC).

e. Environmental Imoact Statement. Execution of this task will not have
an adverse impact on the quality of the environment.

f. Health Hazard Statement. Execution of this task will not involve

health hazards to personnel.

9. JUSTIFICATION/IMPACT

a. Association with Mission. This investigation directly supports
USAEG's mission relative to test and evaluation. Providing test officers
winh automated support tools will improve the efficiency and effectiveness C

testing.

b.. Association with Methodology/Instrumentation ?rogram. This pro~ect
supports thrusts of the TECOM Methodology Program to improve the quality of
testing as well as test process.

c. Present Capability, Limitations, Improvement, and :mpact on TestinA if
not Approved.
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Z) Present Cazabil:tjr. TOPs and guidelines, such as the USAE3 Test
Officers Handbook, provide static information on test methods and checklists
for test planning purposes.

2) Limitations. Current guidelines often do not prov:de the level
of detail required for cptimized application of scarce test resources. Also,
the information is static; status of test instrumentation, competition !or
resources among different test items, and the impact of not performing some
test (or lack of test material such as certain documentation) is poorly
handled unless the test officer's experience has included simi.ar z:tuat:cns.

(3) 1mvrovement. Using AI techniques to develop a support tool 7an
provide the test officer sufficiently detailed and flexibie guidelines.
Beside being adaptable to the needs of a specific test item and current with
respect to test :nstrumentation availability, the proposed approach would be
sens:tive to data requirements and be able to ant:cipate the impact if tests
are not performed. Supported over time, such a tool could accumulate
expertise which is presently distributed and too frequently lost.

(4) Impact on Testing if not Approved. The expertise required of
test officers is rapidly expanding in scope as innovative technologies are
increasingly employed by developers. The corresponding increase in complexity
of test methods and instrumentation demands a commensurate improvement in
support tools if test resources are to be effectively and efficiently used.
Also, without permanent storage and readily available access to 'lessons
learned*, the corporate memory of an activity suffers each time an experienced
indiviaual leaves the organization.

10. DOLLAR SAVINGS. No directly supportable dollar savings can be projectei
at this time. Indirect benefits include improving the quality of testing and
evaluation leading to improved quality of fielded systems. Equally difficult
to quantify is the retention, concentration, and increased availability of
expertise, which is potentially a significant amount.
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ii. RESOURCES.

a. Financial.

Dollars (Thousands) Dollars (Thousands;
FY88 FY89

in-House Out-of-House in-House Oui-cf-House

Personnel Compensation 10.0 i2.0

Travel 3.5 4.

Contractual Support 84.5 42.f

Materials & Supplies 2.0 i.5

Subtotais 15.5 84.5 17.1 42.5

FY Totals i00.0 60.0

b. Explanation of Cost Categories.

(1) Personnel Compensation. This cost represents ccmpensation
chargeable to the investigation for using technical or other civilian
personnel assigned to the investigation.

(2) Travel. This represents costs incurred while visiting
government and industry facilities.

(3) Contractual Support. Performance of the investigation wil be
accomplished with resources provided under an existing support contract.

c. Obligation Plan (FY89).

FQ 1 2 3 4 Total
Obligation Rate 45.0 540 5.0 5.0 60.0
(Thousands)

d. Man-Hours Recuired.

in-House:

Contract:
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12. ASSOCIATION WITH TOP PROGRAM. This invesila;in wi11 nct direct*y
produce a TOP. However, various TOPs may require review and revision based on
the findings.

FOR THE CC0MANDER:

(signed)
ROBERT E. RE:NER
Chief, Modernization and

Advanced Concepts D~v:sion
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APPENDIX B. REFERENCES

i. Methodology investigation for Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable
Systems (STARS), Final Report: Test Methodology with Artificia. Intelligence,
Harder, et a!., U.S. Army Electronic Proving Ground, Fort Huachuca, Arizona,
March 1987.

2. TECOM Regulation 70-24, Documenting TECOM Testing, 22 June 1981.

Note: Domaln-specific references are available upon request.
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AHENDIX C. ACONYMS AND AAZR-vAT:c

AAAI ........... American Association for Artificial inteligence
A! ............. Artificial inteliigence
AMC ............ Unt:ed States Army Maeriel Comand
ASL ............ Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
BAS ............ Battlefield Automated System
C3 ............. Command, Control, and Communications
C31 ............ Command, Control, Communications and intelligence
DoD ............ Department of Defense
DTP ............ Detailed Test Plan
ES2 ............ Expert System Selector
EVA ............ Environmental impact Assessment Expert System
EXSYS .......... Expert System Development Package
I/FOA .......... installation Field Operating Activity
MET ............ Meteorological Expert System
REC ............ Record of Environmental Consideration
SBIR ........... Small Business Innovative Research
STARS .......... Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems
TECOM .......... United States Army Test and Evaluation Command
TPD ............ Test Plan Drafter
TSOTEC ......... TECOM Software Technical Committee
UAV ............ Unmanned Aeronautical Vehicle
USAEPG ......... United States Army Electronic Proving Ground
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APPENDIX D. DISTRIBUTION

Number
Addrzssee of Copies

Director
US Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
ATTN: AMXSY-CA (Herbert Cohen) 1
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5071

Commander
US Army Test and Evaluation Command
ATTN: AMSTE-TA-W 1

AMSTE-TC-M 3
AMSTE-TA 6
AMSTE-SI 2

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5055

Administer
Defense Technical Information Center
ATTN: DDA 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22304-6145

Commander
US Army Cold Regions Test Center
ATTN: STECR-TM 1
APO Seattle, WA 98733-5000

Commander
US Army Combat Systems Test Activity
ATTN: STECS-DA-M 2
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5000

Commander
US Army Dugway Proving Ground
ATTN: STEDP-PO-P 1
Dugway, UT 84022-5000

Commander
US Army Electronic Proving Ground
ATTN: STEEP-TD 1

STEEP-ET I
STEEP-CT 1
STEEP-MO 4

Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613-7110

Commander
US Army Jefferson Proving Ground
ATTN: STEJP-TD-E 1
Madison, IN 47250-5000
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Number
Addressee of Copies

Commander
US Army Tropic Test Center
ATTN: STETC-TD-AB 1
APO Miami, FL 34004-5000

Commander
US Army White Sands Missile Range
ATTN: STEWS-TE-A 1

STEWS- TE-M 1
STEWS-TE-O 1
STEWS-TE-PY 4

White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-5000

Commander
US Army Yuma Proving Ground
ATTN: STEYP-MSA 2
Yuma, AZ 85634-5000
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